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A general solution is obtained for the problem of the thermodynamics of fusion of a heteropolymer
chain in the case of strong cooperativity. The free energy on the fusion section can be expressed in
terms of definite correlation characteristics of the monomer sequence. The fusion curves assume a
uniyersal shape for a small correlation radius, and from its scale the correlation radius can be
determined.

The statistical-thermodynamic analysis of the melting of hetero-polymer chains (DNA, polypeptides) has
been the subject of many articles. This problem was
first treated correctly and completely by Vedenov,
Dykhne, and Frank- Kamenetskil [1], who succeeded, for
instance, in obtaining a closed analytical solution for a
random (uncorrelated) sequence of links of two kinds in
the most important limiting case, that of strong cooperativity1). This problem was recently re-examined by
Azbel' [2], who posed the question of determining the
statistical characteristics of the sequence from the
thermodynamics of melting of the chain.
In the following we give a general solution for the
problem of the thermodynamics of melting of a heteropolymer chain having a sequence of links with given
correlation characteristics, in the same limiting case of
strong cooperativity.

1. FORMULATION OF THE MODEL AND
DERIVATION OF THE GENERAL FORMULAS
Let the polymer chain be represented by a fixed
sequence of links of two kinds (A and B). Each section
of the chain can exist in either of two states ("phaseslf ):
helical (1) or If melted" (ll). ]f the free energy of each
link in a given' phase does not depend on the kind of
neighbors it has, then the free energy of any section of
the chain depends on the average concentrations of the
components in that section. If s is the coordinate of a
point on the chain, and x(s) is the smoothed-out concentration near this point, then we have for each of the
phases in an element of length ~ s
M =

~S[fA

~F = ~P!,

+ x(s) (f. ~FII,

f

=

fA»),
jI'.

fr,

If the free energy depends on the interaction with the
nearest neighbors, then ~F contains the "concentration"
y(s) of pairs of unlike neighbors, AB or BA:
~F = ~S[A'

I.I,II(S) = A:,II + I.,I,II X (S) + A;,II y(s),

o<x, y<1.

(1.2)

Tne functions x(s) and y(s) are specified by the fixed
primary structure of the chain. Their statistical (correlation) characteristics will be assumed to be spatially
homogeneous over the entire length of the chain. The
coefficients Ai are known functions ot the temperature 2).
If x and yare the concentrations x and y averaged
over the entire chain, then FI and Fll take the simple
form

+ Aly, FII / L = Ao" + A,"x + Ally.
In the melting process, sections of the melted phase II
appear in the chain. ]f si and ti are the coordinates of
the beginning and end of the i -th section, then we have
for the free energy F = F({s}, {t}) of the heterophase
chain
F({sl, {tl)-F =
[A(s., t,)+ vl,
(1.3)
,
FI / L

=

1.0 1 + A,IX

1:

I

I

1.= I.(s) = 1.0

SAds =

.
+

A(s, t)=

A(t)-A(s),

A,x + I.,y,

A,

=

1.,'1 - A.'.

(1.4a)
(1.4b)

Here V is double the surface energy at the junction of
phases I and ll, which is assumed to be a large quantity
(V :»- T, Ai)' The average value of A over the entire
length of the chain is

x=

1.0 + A,x + I.,

X = X(T) .

(1.5)

The "melting temperature" of the chain is the name
usualq given to the temperature To at which FI = Fll,
i.e., A (To) == A(To, X, y) = O. It represents the true
melting temperature of the chain as a whole as V If the concentrations x and yare reckoned from their
mean values and y, we have

QQ,

x

1.= 1.(1', x, y)

6=X-X,

l1=y-,y,

=

8 + 1.'6

+ 1. 211,

8=8(T)=A(T,x,Y)·

(1.6)

+ A,X + A,y],

Near the temperature To, where the entire melting
process evolves, () plays the part of a temperature
Here fAA' fBB' and fAB are the respective free energies shife):
per link in the chains .... AAAA.... , .... BBBB .... , and
8=x(T-To), x=dX/dT,
(1. 7)
....ABAB .....
and A1 and A2 are constants:
Longer-range direct interactions are usually insigI., =A,(T,), A, =A,(To).
nificant (although they can be included in the calculation
by using the same scheme). We can therefore express
The coordinates si and ti of the melted-section bounin this approximation the free energy of a complete
daries can be regarded as internal dynamic variables of
chain of length L, in phase I or phase ll, in the form
the possible states of the system, and F({s}, {t}) - FI as
the energy levels of these states. Then the desired free
FII=SAII(S)ds;
(1.1) energy F is given by
o
),,=fAA,

A,=f"-/AA,

A,=fAn-'!2(fAA+jHB).

L
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A(so,s/

F - FI = -TInZ,

1

Z=

•

r,S ... S -r r,
ex p {

110

[,I(s" t,)+ V]}

n

1_1

(1.8)
ds,dt ..

t

Our original assumption that V is very large
(V » Al, A2, (J, T) means that the only contributions to
Z are from sections that are quite long and have large
negative values of the integral A (sn til, so that we can
use the method of steepest descent and separate the
principal part of the argument of the exponential in Eq.
(1.8) as the "ground state" of the system. Since, according to Eq. (1.6), A depends on the temperature (J, the extremal points sf and tf, their number nO, and the "ground
state" energy Uo are also temperature-dependent:

.

U,= U,(8)=min r,[A(s"t,)+ V]

=

r,..'-.

(1.9)
[A(s,', t,') +. V] = n' (8) [(A(s', t') >+ V]

(the angle brackets denote averaging over all sections
(si, til).
It is easy to prove that keeping the term of the next
order of magnitude in F is equivalent to taking into ac-

count, in the statistical interval of Z, the motion of the
variable boundaries si and ti in the neighborhood of their
extremal positions s? and t?, but does not include the
· 0 f new melted
1
1
generat10n
sections
or the vanishing of
old ones. This gives
F-F'=U,(6) +U1;

S.. · J.exp {- T r, [A(t,', t,) + A(s"s,')] }
1

U. = -T In

no

i_I

= -n'T

< •S

{

n

Schematic behavior of the quantity A(s" .,) = ~ Ads = A(s) - A(s,)
in regions (A2 ) and (A3 ) of a melted section (so < s < to) and outside
its boundaries «AI) and (A. ». Inequalities (AI) and (A 2) are
necessary and sufficient to determine the extremal position of the
point so. (A3 ) and (A.) determine the extremal position of the end
to of a melted section with a given gain AF = - z in the free energy.
To interpret the probability p(z)dz, the thicker line sections represent
the pieces of the "trajectory" A(s) in region (A3 ) where a "particle"
moving from left to right first reaches the intermediate values
z' (0 < z· < z) .
2. DETERMINATION OF THE EXTREMAL POINTS
AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE SYSTEM OF
PROBABI LlTI ES
To formulate the conditions that determine the points
SO and to uniquely, let us turn to Fig. 1, which shows a
characteristic portion of the function A (so, s) near any
one of the extremal points si = so. Besides SO and to, a
Significant part is played in Fig. 1 by the auxiliary
points lying closest to them, so-, sO>, and to., given by
the conditions

ds, dt, (1.10)

A(s', s'-) = -

•

A(t',t)}

In_~ exp - - - T - dt+ln

·Sexp {- -A(S,S')}
)
- T - ds

+V =

-z (z> 0).

We then determine the probability that these inequalities
are satisfied. In particular, we find the probability (per
unit length) 9'(z)dz that an arbitrary point s is the beginning of an extremal melted section with the given z. We
can express the free energy in terms of these probabilities. For example, the principal term Uo((J) is of the
form
U,(8)=-L Sz9'(z)dz,

,

9'(z)=9'(z,8).

(1.11)

The total probability (per unit length) that a melted
section begins at the given point s is
:J', = S9'(z)dz

,

(:J', = 9',(8»,

and the number of melted sections is nO

= L9'o.

Since the coefficients Al, A2, and (J in (1. 6) are constant parameters at a given temperature, the desired
probabilities are themselves correlation characteristics
of the link sequence, i.e., of the functions ~ (s) and 1] (s).
However, as we shall see, they can be expressed in
terms of Simpler and more usual correlation functions.
Let us now proceed to determine all these quantities.
546
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A(s', s'+) = - V,

A (to+, t') = - V.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the extremal points SO and to can more easily be formulated
and verified than derived:

.

(A.) s'-<s<s',
(A,) s' < s < s'+,

The method by which the averages in Eqs. (1.9) and
(1.10) are calculated is as follows: we formulate inequalities that determine uniquely the extremal pOints sf and
ti for melted sections with a given increase of free energy
A (s,', t<')

v,

-V<A(s,s') <0;
- V < A (s', s) < 0;

(A,) s'+ < S < s' < t', A(s, s') < V,
A(s'+, t') = -z, -z < A(s, t') < 0;
(A •. ) t' < s < t'+, -V < A(tO, s) < O.

(2.1)

Each of the inequalities (A,J-(A4 ) imposes requirements
on the behavior of A(s) (i.e., ~ (s) and 1/ (s» within only
one of the four regions (Al) to (~) (see Fig. 1). Their
meaning is quite obvious; it is easy to show that violation of even one of these requirements will increase the
energy of the system.
Inequalities (AJ and (A 2 ) differ only in the sign of
s - so, i.e., in the direction of motion along s. Inequality
(A4) coincides with (Al) if A is measured from the pOints

to.:

(A,) t' < s < t'+,

-V < A(s, t'+) < O.

If there is no correlation between the behavior of ~
and 1] in the regions (A,J to (~), the probabilities that
each of the inequalities 4 ) (Al)-(~) is satisfied are
respectively

9'(A.) = 9'-,

:J'(A,)

= :J'+, :J'(A,) = p(z), :J'(A,) = c:J'-.

(2.2)

(The normalization constant c arises in the conversion
from probabilities per length element ds to probabilities
per element dZ.) Then the above-mentioned probability
9'(z) of a melted section with given z will be
(2.3)
I. M. Lifshitz
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In the general case we must substitute in Eq. (2.3) the
conditional probabilities

(2.4)

The probability that an arbitrary point s is the beginning SO of a melted section involves the satisfaction of
only the first two inequalities, (Al) and (Aa), so that

In the solution of the random -walk problem with the
given limitations (A 1)-(A4 ), a change in too direction of
motion along s is equivalent to the replacement of 8 by
-8. We therefore obtain P+(8) = P-(-8), and accordingly,
!I'(z) = c!l'-(O)!l'-(-8)p(z)9'-(8).

On the other hand, according
c9'-P,= 1,

(2.5)

(3.4)

to Eq. (2.6),

P,=P,(8)=

Sp(z,8)dz.

Therefore from Eq. (2.5)
!I', = 1 I c'P,(8)P,(-8)

(2.6)
S PA"A,(Z)C!l':',A"A,dz = 1.

,

3. CALCULATION OF THE PROBABILITIES AND
THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIES

To calculate the probabilities we must make some
assumptions about the character of the correlations in
the informational structure of the chain, i.e., about the
characteristics of the functions ~(s) and 11(S), or, what
amounts to the same thing, about the correlation characteristics of the function
A(s) = 8 + 1.,£ + 1.,1'].
In general there should exist various scales of corre. lations: small-scale correlations involving a small
number of neighboring links, and long-range correlations between macroscopic sections of the chain. We
begin with a case in which there are only small-scale
correlations, whose radius is much smaller than the
average size of the sections of each phase. In this case
all the formulas (2.4)-(2.6) are greatly simplified. We
note first that by choosing the s interval in t.A = ~t.s
to be large compared to the correlation radius, we
arrive at the problem of the uncorrelated random walks
of a particle with allowance for the limitations set by the
inequalities (AJ-(A 4). The variable s plays the role of
"time", and the role of "distance" is played by

Clearly, with this definition of p(z), we have for an
infinitesimal t.
p(z +!1) = p(z) (1- q!1), dp(z) I dz = -qp(z),
(3.6)
where qt. is the probability that a particle leaving the
point -z will return at least once to the point -z + V
during the time it takes to reach -z -t.. The probability
qt. obviously does not depend on z, and thus q has the
meaning of an inverse "mean free path" of the particle
with respect to return over a distance V:
p (z) = e-",

,

The diffusion characteristics of this process are the
quantities
= (!1A)' I 2!1s.

(3.1)

(the superior bar in Eq. (3.1) denotes the average over
all positions of the element t.s along the chain).
Substituting in
(M)' =

SSAI.' ds ds'

the possible discrete values of
1 ~
_

~ ="2

E

~

in each link, we obtain
_

Thus, for example, if ~2 = 0 and xW n is the probability
that two sites separated by a distance n are both occupied by links of type B, then

L
..,.., (w. -x).

(3.3)

If the placeElent of the links is completely random, we
have Wn =x and

547

q=q(8);

(3.8)

!I', = q(8)q(-8) Ie'.

For the principal part of the free energy (U 0) we
have, from Eq. (1.11),
(U,)

I L = !I',(z) = q( -8) Ie' .

Let <p(s, A) be the probability that a particle leaving
the origin at s = 0 will be found at the point A at the
"instant" s. Then
ilcp
ilcp
il'cp
Ts"=-8M+~ ilN'

= '/,A,'x (1 - x).

SOy. Phys.·JETP, Vol. 38, No.3, March 1974

cp(O,A)=Ii(A).

(3.9)

Since we are interested only in particles that reach the
point A = V first before reaching A = -t., the boundary
conditions for <p will be
Then the sought quantity qt. is the total flux of particles
through the point A = V:
-

ilcp

dQ)

q!1=S~aAlvds=~dAlv'
,

(3.2)

~

(3.7)

cp(s, V) =cp(s, -/1) =0.

{A,'(x,x. - x')+ 21.,1., (x,y. - xy) + A,'(y,y. - y')} (x., y. =0,1).

~ = '/,A,'x(i-x)+ '/,A,'x

= 11q,

The value of q(8) can be obtained from its definition.

A=SAds.

~

Po = S e-" dz

z=qSze-"dz=1Iq,

.

rx = !1A I !1s = 8,

(3.5)

and the problem reduces to the calculation of the probability p(z) == p(z, 8) that a particle wandering randomly
with "drift velocity'" 8 and "diffusion coeffiCient" i3 will
first reach the point - z by moving in such a way that
never, during the motion process, does it return to a
distance V from any point -Zl that was already attained
(A(S") < A(S/) + V, if s" > S/).

(3.10)

where

For <1>, from Eq. (3.8), we have the equation
il'Q)

ilID

~ ilA' -8-aA=-Ii(A),

ID(V)=Q)(-!1)=O.

Taking into account the infinitesimal smallness of t., we
then obtain
I. M. Lifsh itz
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q(8)= X(-V') ,
8V

T-T,

d'J..,

(3.11)

We thus have ultimately

{j=~/VdT'

°perature
has the meaning of the width of the transition temrange.

2T.
2T']
-F-F'
- = - - x~( , ) [ l + x(-,)ln-

v

L

9'- = x( -'1") / cV,

9'+ = x(,) / cV,

(z>=v/x(-,),

(U,>

~,

2T

(3.12)

<U,>/L=x(')/c'V.

T-T,
'=-{j-'

The simplest case of "structured probabilities" is the
case in which, in addition to the small-scale correlations
in the informational structure of the chain, there exists
a second large correlation radius. If this radius is large
compared to the average dimensions of the sections in
each phase 5 ), then the values of 7 and f3 in Eqs. (3.13)
and (3.14) must be regarded as local values in a large
heterophase section, and we must carry out additional
averaging over the values of 7 and f3 (Le., To, 0, and (3):

= (1--_'_)
V 1-e-'

'

T'

Finally, when we consider the melting of a double
helix (DNA), the surface energy V acquires, as we know,
an entropy increment oV = %T In 111 , that depends on the
length 111 of the melted section. This adds to the free
energy of the heterophase system an extra term U2
= %L9' o(7)T(ln 111), which inside the melting region
(7 ;:; 1) takes on the value

(3.13)

This expression has exactly the same structure as that
obtained in[l], and at A2 = 0 and f3 = %A~X(1- X) it transforms into the corresponding formula of [1) • However,
by explaining the nature of this formula and its connection to the probabilities 9'+, fr, and p(z) we can investigate more complex correlation structures.

(U,>
L

(3.15)

~.

- I n - ¢ : 1.
V
~

The normalization constant c can be found from the requirement that as V - 00 and at e > 0 the entire chain
passes into the melted state, Le., (Uo)/L = A = e. Then
c = f3- li2 and, finally,
~=v 1-e-"

v

The second term can be neglected if

From Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), and (3.11) we obtain
9',=x(,)x(-,)/c'v',

2T'

y= --y.-x('I")x(- ,)In-~-.

1-e-'

'=-~-=-{j-'

2~T

U,

x(-r)=-'-,

,= T-T,
{j'

When the dimensions of sections I or II become comparable with the larger correlation radius, the averaging
is carried out by a somewhat more complex method that
follows directly from the definitions given above for the
probabilities. In the most general case, the meaning
established in Sec. 2 for the probabilities 9'(Al ), 9'(A2),
9'(As), and 9'(A4) is itself the answer to the posed question.

3

U,

~T

V'

-=--x(-r)x(- 'r)lnL
2 v'
~.

The relative contribution from this increment is
U,
UO

3T
2V

V'

-=-x(-,)In-.
~

This term can be neglected when (T/V) In (V2/ (3)

«

1.

APPENDIX

Calculation of (In J)
By choosing the appropriate scale for A(S) and s,
T'
dS=Tdt,

A(s)=-TX(t),

•
A(s)= S'J..ds,

(A.1)

° inequalities (Al)
we can, as is apparent from Fig. 1 and
and (A2), represent J as the sum of two independent random quantities of very simple structure:
T'
l=-(H++H_);
~

=

H=Se-Z'Odt,

O<X(t)<

~,

(A.2)

o

(

(t,~±)

)

=

±

8~,

«t,t,~)' )

=

1

(A.3)

The distribution laws for the X+(t) and the corresponding
. H;t differ only in the sign of ± e-in Eq. (A.3).

The minimum correlation scales in DNA are eviLet <p (t, Xc, X) be the solution of the equation
dently related to the "three-letter words" that make up
its code. To the contrary, the maximum scales for the
ii<jl
iJ'<jl
8T ii<jl
iii·= iiX' --~-iiX
spatially inhomogeneous "block" DNA correspond to the
(A.4)
dimensions of the separate blocks, as has been shown
q:1,~, = {j(X - X o),
<jllx~o = <jlx~v =0.
by Lazurkin and co-workers [3 ,4]. In the two-scale probLet us further introduce the quantity
lem for block DNA, the standard behavior should occur
within the individual blocks[3,4J, and this makes it possiIl> (Xo, X) = S <jl (t, x o, X) dt,
ble to determine the radius of the close correlations
from the value of (3. The quite natural assumption that
which, according to Eq. (A.4), satisfies the equation
an intermediate correlation scale exists for a statistically homogeneous chain should alter this behavior. Howii'll>
8T iill>
----·-=-6(X-X,)
Il>lx_,=ll>z~v=o,
(A.5)
ever, the accuracy of the available experimental data is
iiX'
~'iiX
'
not yet sufficient to permit us to answer this question.
and also the "particle flux" Q(Xo) through the boundary
In conclusion, we must write out the previously
X =V/T:
neglected term U1 in Eq. (1.10) for the free energy:
U,
T=-9'o('I")·2T(lnl),

1=

S~

Q(X,)=~ iill>(Xo,X)

[ A(s', s) ]

exp - - T - ds.

The calculation given in the Appendix shows that in the
melting region 7 ::;: 1 (8 ~ f3/V « 1) we have (In J)
= In (2T2/ (3), whence
548
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iiX

(3.14)

I .

(A.6)

X-VIT

Then, as we can easily show, the probability distribution
= X at the
"instant" t on the trajectories X(t) that reach the point
X = V/T (Le., on the melted sections) is

Pt(X) for a random value of the "path" X(t)

I. M. Lifshitz
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.
•
Q(X)
p,(X) =lim<p(t"t.,X) Q(X.) ,

x..... O.

For the averages (H), (H2), ••• we obtain
(H> =

S-

dt =

(e' X('»

(ll'> =2

=2

JJe-Xp, (X) dt dX = J-e-"'p(X)dX,

..

JJ(exp[-X(t,)-X(t,+t,)]>dt,dt,

dA,
>< = dT

..JJ

exp{-X,-X,}p(X"X,)dX,dX"

J.

X<X'
X>X'

x',

and accordingly
p(X)

=

x,

p(X, X')

=

<l>(X, X') X'.

Therefore
(1l++1l_>=2(1l>=2,

(h'>=«(

Il~H~H>

)')=+

and finally
(lnJ)= In(J)+ ( In ( 1 + h+: h_ )
e' = 'I. (h') - 'I,(h'>
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dA,

A, =>«T,,-T,.)¢: T , - .
dT

yz

't

Ih'

2

(1)=-·4.h'-.
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Q(X)IQ(X,) =xIX"

,

,

t',

recall that the probability of an inequality is the relative fre·
quency with which this inequality is satisfied when the reference
point s runs through all values in the chain length L
5)The average length < I > of section I or II is 1/ tl', (T). i.e.,

Because of the conditions V/T ::?> 1, eT/(3 « 1 we can
set V/T - 00, eT/(3 - 0 in the calculation of (H), (H2),
According to Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6), this gives

<l>(X X')= {X,

I

4)WC

p (X) = lim [<l> (X" X) Q (X) IQ (X,) ),
p(X,X,)=!im [<l> (X"X,) <l> (X"X,)Q(X,)IQ(X,)

1)I.e" when there is a large "surface energy" at the junction between
the helical and melted sections. The term "melting" refers to the loss
of rigidity in the chain when its secondary helical structure breaks
down.
2)In the case of an arbitrary number of components (kinds of links),
the function A(s) in Eqs, (1.1) to (1.4) is replaced by ~Aixi(s).
3)The melting temperatures To, and To, of the pure components A
and B are usually close to each other (ITo! - To, I «To); then

= In 2;' _ e',

+ ... "" 0,1.
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